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The above eye-triggering title has successfully led readers to some words as “cheesy” 

or “tacky”. In fact, it is not necessarily the case. Go further deeper to its origin. Alay 

is a coined word, contracted from Anak Layangan (Children – Kite) or Anak Lebay 

(Children – Exaggerating). Referring to Layangan (Kite), it shows that Alay-nesians 

are at the childhood or a teenage period in which playing kites is one of hobbies 

during those age-spans. Then, it is predicted that the users of Alay-nesians (users) are 

those aging between 12 - 19 years old. Experiencing puberty implies experiencing the 

fluctuating moods – a rollercoaster. Therefore, expression exaggeration (in this case 

called as Lebay in Bahasa) is by nature true among teenagers at those ages. In other 

words, Alay, a term compounded from Anak Layangan or Anak Lebay, is made on 

purpose to refer to its users. 

   

Alay constitutes an Indonesian pop culture phenomenon that has emerged in these 

past years, and found out to be inseparable from teenagers’ lives in daily basis. 

Disregarding pros and cons that follow, Alay phenomenon has proven to embed into a 

broader and broader array of styles, submerging into music, dress, and language 

(Alay-nesian).  

 

The typical discussion in this piece of writing is not blaming Alay-nesian as the 

“threat” to standardized Bahasa, but adding up language variation with its specific 

contexts of usage. From the viewpoint of linguistics, Alay-nesian is a language 

variation with the predictable internal patterns of construction. By that it means how 

Alay-nesians construct and use their language upon in-group communication is 

breakable under established morphological and phonological rules of a language. 

Here we go with the analysis.  

 

Simply put, morphological analysis is seeing how Alay-nesians pattern their 

language, with the special features of forms. 



1) Users of Alay-nesian are familiar with the addition of semi-vowel /y/ into the 

personal pronoun kamu (you) and aku (I). The resulted forms will sound 

kamyu and akyu.   

2) It has come into common practices that some words are clipped. Some 

examples of deleted parts are: kamu  amu (you); sama-sama  ama-ama 

(you’re welcome);  kangen  angen (miss); banget  anget (so 

much/intensifier); boleh  leh (may); juga  uga (also). 

3) Alay-nesians are keen on changing the beginning consonant into hissing 

sounds: fricative and affricate. You must know how to pronounce cantik  

syantik (pretty); sakit  cakit (sick); and siapa  capa (who). 

4) The changing of the beginning consonant /s/ into /t/ is also a part of the word-

formation process of Alay-nesian. The easily encountered examples of this 

process are sakit  tatit (sick); sayang  tayang (dear); and sama-sama  

tama-tama (you’re welcome). 

5) The catchy language of Alay-nesian is brought up by the coinage of particle 

Cie and Ea. Very often Alay-nesians use those popular utterances (Cie and 

Ea) to exclaim. They are using those particles to tease other members.  

 

In addition to the above-discussed properties of Alay-nesian by its language 

formulations, the further look is also devoted to how users manipulate the sounds of 

the language. Therefore, in linguistics, this sort of investigation is departing from 

phonological analysis.  

1) It is unique that Alay-nesians change voiceless sounds into voiced sounds. In 

simpler terms, there is a shift to the production of sounds that are rich of 

vibrations of vocal cords. This is hard to understand by theory, but practice. 

Let’s imitate how Alay-nesians pronounce kakak  kakag (older 

brother/sister); kok  kog (question tag); and gak  gag (no).  

2) The other distinct feature produced by Alay-nesians is an alteration from front 

sounds to back sounds. In this manner, the tongue is positioned as far as 

possible in the mouth. Some sounds that are normally produced at the front 

part of the mouth, like brighter sound /i/, are pronounced from the back part of 

the mouth, producing darker sound /I/ or /e/. The distinctive examples are bisa 

(able) from /bisa/ to /bIsa/ ; and iya (yes) from /iya/ to /ea/. 

 



If you now start thinking that Alay-nesian is complex especially after reading through 

the above-complicated elaborations, think twice before stopping reading the following 

section. In the coming section, it is no longer the explanation full of linguistic 

terminologies, but more on the underlying motives and functions behind the use of 

Alay-nesian as the language variation in daily in-group conversation. Stay tuned! 

 

The users of Alay-nesian are mostly teenagers, and thus they are, by psychological 

development, are continuously seeking their identity. Within their never-ending 

search for identity, Alay-nesians strive to show their existence. Their existence is 

never apart from several motives. 

 

The first drive to the use of Alay-nesian is to leave the impression of being “cute” 

upon speaking and messaging. The addition of semi vowel /y/ in kamyu and akyu 

instead of kamu and aku (you and I), the clipping of the sound of words as in angen 

anget instead of kangen banget (missing so much), the changing in the beginning 

consonant of words into hissing sound: fricative and affricate, as in cakit instead of 

sakit (sick), and the changing of the beginning sound /s/ into /t/ from sayang to tayang 

(dear) are a few to exemplify how pronunciation brings about “cuteness” effect (with 

the slightly mounted lips when pronouncing). By that, Alay-nesians portray their 

being lovely. They always need extra care and attention by being so endearing. 

  

Another function that underlies the use of Alay-nesian is the way its users catch 

public attention. It is shown by the frequent uses of distinguishing particle Cie and 

Ea. By functions, both particles are used when they are teasing their peers, e.g. their 

peers are declaring their romantic relationship, are winning any competition or the 

heart of the love target, and in many other occasions needing appreciation. Some 

users are shown to indicate different levels of being Alay. They may alternate the 

pronunciation of particle Cie and Ea. The longer the pronunciation, the more Alay 

they are perceived, as in Eaa or Eaaaaaaa and Ciee or Cieeeeee. In addition to that, 

users are used to yelling in chorus along with their other group members. This, at last, 

strengthens their bond. 

 

Out-group members generally perceive Alay-nesians as Galau generation. Galau, 

nowadays, is into its frequent use, as it is an adjective conveying a state of confusion. 



The confusion is derived from their restless and mixed feelings. This perception is not 

without reasons, and yes, it is predictable. Referring to the produced sounds of Alay-

nesians that are more on darker sounds and vibrations from the back part of the mouth 

cavity, Alay-nesians articulate their unsettled feelings through the heavier sound 

productions (as with the brighter sounds they would be perceived as being cheerful). 

It is explainable in the alteration from /gak bisa/ into /gag bIsa/ (not able to) that is 

changing from more open way of pronouncing into the retracted sounds. The more 

some words are pronounced from the back part of the mouth, the heavier the sounds 

that are produced, and thus insecurely Galau. 

 

It is not that I intend to end up this writing by saying “Happy Trying”. The sole 

intention is describing how the phenomenon emerges and how Alay-nesians 

contribute language variation to use within their rapidly growing number of users. If 

you are skeptical, stay committed not to use what are patterned above. However, it is 

never a mistake to happen to know a new thing.  

 

Alay-nesian is not Alay-nation. It is not the nation full of Alay-nesians. It is simply a 

language variation of young generations of this Nation.  

 

Language evolves, and we can never deny. Eaaaaaa…. 

 


